How to Transcribe Sheet Music

Goal: Making lyrics, subjects, creators, and publishing information more discoverable

Transcribe titles, lyrics, tempo markings, publication info, ads, and other descriptive text.

Don’t transcribe musical notation - including time and key signatures or dynamic markings.

Transcribe the text in the order it appears on the page.

Don’t transcribe hyphens (or melisma) within lyrics.

Preserve line breaks. If a word is broken across a line or page, transcribe it intact on the initial line where it appears.

Don’t forget descriptive text at the bottom of pages!

Someone started this transcription. Can you finish it?

Ala Broadway.
In Loving Time.
Lyric by M. H. Hollins.
Music by Harold Orlob.
Moderato.
There’s a time and a place for most
When the fam’ly is out and there’s
ev’ry thing, There’s a girl for most ev’ry man Though they no one ‘round Just imagine a loving pair You have
may be in love they won’t always agree They have not since the world began probably been there yourself many times Its just the same most ev’ry
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